
                             
 

 

 

 

Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Greg A. Cromer <gacromer@aol.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2021 6:15 PM
To: Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: Green Energy video
Attachments: Unobtanium-.mp4 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Dear Leslie, 

I would like you to please provide this short video presentation to the Planning Commissioners as well as the planning staff. 

It includes valuable information about solar, and other "green" energies. 

Kindest Regards, 
Greg A. Cromer 
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From: Joyce Whittier 
To: Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: Article to be added 
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 10:20:09 AM 
Attachments: Downhill from a solar project concerns mount.docx 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Leslie, 

Please add the attached to the information that will be presented at tonight's meeting. 

Thank you, 

Joyce 



Received by Planning Dept staff from Joyce Whittier 

https://www.theday.com/article/20191018/NWS01/191019447 

Downhill from a solar project, 
concerns mount 

 

 
 

   
      

  
   

    

John Jasper of East Lyme, a scientist and avid fisherman, walks around John Bialowans's Walnut Hill 
Road property on Sept. 17, 2019, to see firsthand the excessive siltation of streams in East Lyme. 
Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major 
problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an 
unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 



 

 
    

   
     

With a solar panel on his garage in the background on Sept. 17, 2019, John Bialowans discusses flooding 
and erosion problems on his Walnut Hill Road property in East Lyme that he says were caused by the 
Antares Solar Field constructed five years ago by Greenskies Renewable Energy. Bialowans has taken the 
company to court, seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
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An intermittent tributary of Latimer Brook shows signs of siltation on Sept. 17, 2019, on John Bialowans' 
property off Walnut Hill Road in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field 
uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, 
Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The 
Day) 
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John Jasper of East Lyme, left, a scientist and avid fisherman, discusses with Walnut Hill Road property 
owner John Bialowans on Sept. 17, 2019, the excessive siltation seen on the property in East Lyme. 
Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major 
problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an 
unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
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An intermittent tributary of Latimer Brook shows signs of siltation on Sept. 17, 2019, on John Bialowans' 
property off Walnut Hill Road in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field 
uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, 
Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The 
Day) 
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John Jasper of East Lyme, foreground, a scientist and avid fisherman, discusses with Walnut Hill Road 
property owner John Bialowans on Sept. 17, 2019, the excessive siltation seen in a stream on the 
property in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property 
has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to 
court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 

Published October 18. 2019 5:55PM | Updated October 19. 2019 6:19PM 

By Lee Howard Day staff writer 
l.howard@theday.com KingstonLeeHow 

East Lyme — Retired construction worker John Bialowans Jr. has a solar array on the roof of his 
garage, so he says his concern with the 24-acre solar field near his Walnut Hill Road home has 
nothing to do with fighting the tide of green energy. 

The problem, he said during a tour of his 45-acre property last month, is that virtual "clear-
cutting" of the forest by a Greenskies Renewable Energy subsidiary to make way for the Antares 
Solar Field just up the hill has left the watercourses on his land a silted mess, killing off the 
freshwater trout that once made the streams a haven for fishermen. 

"There's erosion any place you look," the 70-year-old Bialowans said, glancing around as he 
perched over a stream bank. "I just wish somebody would take this serious." 

Unsatisfied with the response from Greenskies, the state Department of Energy and 
Environmental Protection or the town Inland Wetlands Commission, Bialowans filed a lawsuit 
two years ago against the solar field owner, GRE 314 East Lyme LLC, claiming that lack of water 
runoff controls had affected the value of his property. 

Bialowans, who is representing himself, did not specify any damage amount in the suit, though 
he said one person estimated it would cost about $400,000 to restore streams on his property 
to their original state. The civil suit, which he said already has cost him more than $100,000 in 
legal and other fees, will be going to trial Tuesday in New London Superior Court before Judge 
Cynthia K. Swienton. 

"They thought I was going to roll over," Bialowans said, referring to Greenskies. 
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Greenskies, a Connecticut company co-founded by former state Sen. Art Linares, a Republican 
from Westbrook, was acquired in December 2017 by Sunnyvale, Calif.-based Clean Focus Yield 
Limited. 

In a December 2018 summary of problems resulting from construction of the East Lyme solar 
field, Southbury-based civil engineer Steven D. Trinkaus, hired by Bialowans, said that peak 
runoff volumes from the Grassy Hill Road site were "grossly" underestimated by Greenskies, 
partly because of changes in the soil resulting from the project's clearing of trees and partly 
because the effect of solar panel runoff was not taken into account. 

He also cited, in an earlier report, stormwater-management and erosion-control "inadequacies" 
and the solar company's failure in some cases to follow through on its own engineering plans. 

GRE is expected to call its own witnesses, including Jeffrey Peterson, a Wethersfield-based 
wetland and soil scientist for Vanasse Hangen Brustlin Inc., who according to court documents 
is expected to dispute the extent of damage seen on Bialowans' property. He and another 
expert also will be questioning some of Trinkaus' technical findings, as well as the extent and 
cost of runoff damage. 

Problems with the solar field started even as it was being constructed in 2014. According to 
articles in The Day, a downpour that brought several inches of rain in late March of that year 

 

   
   

 

 
    

    
      

  

  
   

 
    

    
 

     
    

   
 

   
    

   
 

    
    

    
  

   
    

  

led to the overflow of sediment-control basins and flooding downhill in the wetlands off Grassy 
Hill and Walnut Hill roads. 

The town immediately issued a cease-and-desist order against Greenskies and Centerplan 
Construction Co., which built out the solar field, to force GRE to solve the problem. The order 
cited "sedimentation ... as a result of stormwater management system failures and failures of 
erosion and sedimentation controls." 

GRE reportedly addressed retention-basin problems and erosion issues, but Bialowans said that 
whatever mitigation efforts Greenskies made after the order proved inadequate. Runoff after 
storms still sends water cascading down from the solar farm onto his property, mucking up the 
streams, he said. 

"The stream is silted in; the trout are all gone," said John Jasper of East Lyme, a member of the 
Niantic River Watershed Committee, former Pfizer Inc. scientist and avid fisherman, who toured 
the site Sept. 17 with Bialowans. 
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The problem, he said, is that trout cannot spawn in streams with excessive runoff because they 
need gravelly areas to deposit their eggs, and silt covers over such sites. 

"They're turning trout streams to drainage ditches," said Jasper, a longtime member of Trout 
Unlimited. "Once they're gone, they're gone." 

Don Danila of East Lyme, a retired Dominion Energy fisheries biologist who worked for many 
years at the Millstone nuclear power plant in Waterford and is a member of the watershed 
committee, said his group, which is tasked with protecting the area's watercourses, was aware 
of the solar field application shortly before a 2014 public hearing. He and one other member of 
the panel testified at a state Siting Council hearing, but they didn't have much time to do their 
homework, he said. 

"We were naive," Danila said in an Oct. 15 interview at Starbucks in East Lyme. "We thought 
their stormwater plan was kind of sketchy, but we didn't know enough to say anything." 

Danila said the Siting Council, without any expertise on staff to analyze the engineering plan, 
essentially rubber-stamped the project. But when problems arose with water runoff, 
environmentally minded people in the region started to take notice. 

Among them was Deb Moshier-Dunn of Waterford, vice president of Save the River-Save the 
Hills, an organization that formed initially to oppose development in the Oswegatchie Hills area 
of East Lyme. A few years after approval of the East Lyme solar field, she led a successful effort 
to stop a proposed solar field in Waterford that would have been three times larger than the 
one in East Lyme and could have done much more damage to the environment, she said. 

"We shouldn't have to trade off water quality for having solar put in," she said at Starbucks. 

Moshier-Dunn's group came late to the East Lyme solar field controversy, but she now supports 
Bialowans in his efforts to have GRE address the situation. 

"They're being litigious instead of fixing the problem," Moshier-Dunn said. "If they fixed the 
problem, they'd have goodwill." 

In his lawsuit, Bialowans accuses GRE of polluting Latimer Brook, Cranberry Meadow Brook, the 
Niantic River, Long Island Sound and a small unnamed stream that runs through his property. 
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He said that during "appreciable rain events," GRE's water-containment system has either failed 
or proved inadequate due to "faulty construction" and "negligent monitoring." 

The Antares Solar Field, according to the suit, has about 17,000 solar panels designed to supply 
nearly 5 megawatts of renewable energy. But Trinkaus, for one, questions whether solar fields 
placed in a state not known for long stretches of sunny days is good policy, pointing to 
extremely low efficiency rates of about 25 percent initially predicted by Greenskies for its East 
Lyme solar field. 

Moshier-Dunn wonders why companies don't pick less environmentally risky places to put their 
solar arrays, such as the new Costco building in East Lyme. 

"We're not against solar at all," she said. "We want to put it in the most environmentally 
responsible areas." 

Bialowans, who remembers picking blueberries as a boy on his grandmother's farmland and 
later made hay on the fields now occupied by solar panels, said he just wants Greenskies to fix 
the drainage problems instead of dragging everything out in court. 

"They should have just fixed it five years ago," he said. "This was one of the best freshwater 
streams in all of Connecticut." 

l.howard@theday.com 
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From: Joyce Whittier 
To: Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: Re: Article to be added 
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 10:57:16 AM 
Attachments: image002.png 

Pile Driving.docx 

Thank you, Leslie. 

Attached is another article I will be citing in my remarks, so please add it to the packet as well. 

Joyce 

On Tue, Oct 12, 2021 at 10:24 AM Davis, Leslie, PLN <Leslie.Davis@jocogov.org> wrote: 

Added to packet. 

Leslie Davis 
Administrative Assistant 

Planning, Housing, and Community Development 

111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 

☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 10:20 AM 
To: Davis, Leslie, PLN <Leslie.Davis@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Article to be added 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 



Leslie, 

Please add the attached to the information that will be presented at tonight's meeting. 

Thank you, 

Joyce 



 

 

 
  

 
 

 

   

Received by Planning Dept staff from Joyce Whittier 

https://dosits.org/galleries/audio-gallery/anthropogenic-sounds/pile-
driving/#:~:text=Sound%20signals%20generated%20by%20vibratory,from%20165%2D185%20underwater%20dB 

Pile Driving 
Pile Driving Sounds 

PILE DRIVING IMPACT DROP HAMMER 
00:24 

Underwater sound recording of impact pile driving with a drop hammer (i.e., a gravity driven pile driver). Sounds were measured using a calibrated reference hydrophone at a 

distance of 10m from the pile. Sound credit: JASCO Applied Sciences, www.jasco.com. Note: this sound has not been released under a creative commons license. 
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Pile Driving Impact Drop Hammer 
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vibratory pile driving 
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Pile Driving Diesel Impact Hammer 
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Pile driving is a commonly used in coastal and offshore construction. Pile driving produces high sound pressure levels in both the surrounding air and underwater environment. 
Image credit: Stéphane Charette; Wikimedia. 

Pile driving is commonly used in the construction of foundations for docks, bridges, wind turbines, and offshore oil and gas 
platforms.  The most common technique of pile driving is impact pile driving.  With this method, a heavy weight is lifted and 
dropped against the top of a pile (a wood, steel, or reinforced concrete, pole), driving it into the substrate.  The blows are delivered 
at approximately 1 s intervals.  Depending on the size of the hammer, sediment properties, and the required penetration depth of 
the pile, it usually takes several hours to drive 1 pile into the substrate. 

Vibratory pile driving is commonly used to install small piles and/or may be used to initially drive a larger pile.  Here, vibratory 
hammers sit on top of the pile, and a series of oscillating weights continuously transfer vertical vibrations into the pile at a 
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specific frequency. These vertical vibrations cause the sediment surrounding the pile to liquefy, allowing the pile to penetrate the 
substrate.  Vibratory hammers are available with several different vibration rates, ranging from about 1200-2400 vibrations per 
minute. The vibration rate chosen is influenced by soil conditions at the site. Vibratory hammers operate continuously. 

Pile driving produces high sound pressure levels in both the surrounding air and underwater environment.  Sound levels vary 
substantially, and the size of the hammer, diameter of the pile, as well as properties of the seafloor, influence the source 
level and frequency of the signals generated. During impact pile driving, sound from the hammer striking the pile radiates into the 
air and a pulse propagates down the length of the pile and into the substrate as well as the surrounding waters. The majority of 
energy in pile impact pulses is at frequencies below 500 Hz.  Near source (within 10m of the pile driving activities) peak 
sound pressure levels range up to 220 underwater dB[1], or perhaps even higher. 

Vibratory pile driving produces a continuous sound with peak pressures lower than those observed in pulses generated by impact 
pile driving. Sound signals generated by vibratory pile driving usually consist of a low fundamental frequency, from 20-40 Hz. 
Average, near source, peak sound pressure levels range from 165-185 underwater dB.  Sound or vibrations generated by pile driving 
may also be transferred via the substrate and emerge at some distance from the source. 

Impact pile driving produces a loud, impulse sound that can propagate through the water and substrate.  The underwater sound 
pressure levels caused by pile driving can be harmful to marine animals[2][3][4][5].  The probability of impact are situational and vary 
with pile type, impact energy, exposure type, duration, site characteristics, and species’ auditory characteristics. 

Additional Links on DOSITS 

• Cylindrical vs. Spherical Spreading 
• Sound Spreading 
• What are common underwater sounds? 

References 

• Ainslie, M. A., de Jong, C. A. F., Robinson, S. P., & Lepper, P. A. (2012). What is the Source Level of Pile-Driving Noise in Water? In A. N. 
Popper & A. Hawkins (Eds.), The Effects of Noise on Aquatic Life (Vol. 730, pp. 445–448). New York, NY: Springer New 
York. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4419-7311-5_100 
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• Caltrans Report. (2009). Final Technical Guidance for Assessment & Mitigation of the Hydroacoustic Effects of Pile Driving on Fish (p. 
298). Prepared by ICF Jones & Stokes and Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. for: California Department of Transportation. 

• Gedamke, J., & Scholik-Scholomer, A. R. (2011). Overview and Summary of Recent Research into the Potential Effects of Pile Driving 
on Cetaceans. International Whaling Comission. 

• Hawkins, A. D., & Popper, A. N. (2012). Effects of Noise on Fish, Fisheries, and Invertebrates in the U.S. Atlantic and Arctic from Energy 
Industry Sound-Generating Activities (Workshop Report). Washington, DC: U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management. 

• Matuschek, R., & Betke, K. (2009). Measurements of Construction Noise During Pile Driving of Offshore Research Platforms and Wind 
Farms (p. 4). Proc. NAG/DAGA Int. Conference on Acoustics. 

• Madsen, P., Wahlberg, M., Tougaard, J., Lucke, K., & Tyack, P. (2006). Wind turbine underwater noise and marine mammals: implications 
of current knowledge and data needs. Marine Ecology Progress Series, 309, 279–295. https://doi.org/10.3354/meps309279 

• Popper, A. N., & Hastings, M. C. (2009). The effects of anthropogenic sources of sound on fishes. Journal of Fish Biology, 75(3), 455– 
489. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1095-8649.2009.02319.x 
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From: Kerr, Barbara Alane 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Proposed NEXTERA project 
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 12:12:31 PM 

You don't often get email from bkerr@ku.edu. Learn why this is important 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Dear Planning Committee: 

Although I live on the Douglas County side of the proposed Gardner Solar project, I am very 
concerned about the effects on my neighbors. There are forty residences within a quarter mile 
of the proposed plant in Douglas County directed impacted by your decisions. The Douglas 
County Citizens for Solar Responsibility, representing these 40 homeowners and other 
impacted agritourism businesses, have developed a long list of environmental concerns 
ranging from damage to our watersheds through erosion of fragile Sibleyville soils; potential 
damage to our farms from herbicide drift; brushfire danger; impact on wildlife trapped by 
fences; and destruction of our roads by heavy trucks. 

It is clear to us that your public comments in front of the commission have been dominated by 
proponents of the proposed project. We wish to make it clear that there are many of us on 
the other side of the county line who will oppose this project vigorously. We are working 
closely with our own Solar Regulations Ad Hoc Committee and the Douglas County Planning 
Commission to make sure they are aware of the negative impact of this project, as well as the 
hidden costs to the county budget in terms of the need for more inspectors, more fire 
department personnel and equipment, and more environmental quality personnel.  The 
amount of revenue coming to both counties over ten years seems to be smaller than the costs 
to the counties of allowing this project to go forward. 

Barbara A. Kerr, Ph.D. 
Co-Chair, Douglas County Citizens for Responsible Solar 
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From: Jeffery Hunninghake 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Utility Scale Solar Farms in Johnson County 
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 1:55:35 PM 

You don't often get email from jeff.hunninghake@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Hello, my name is Jeff and I have been a resident Gardner and work in Lenexa Kansas. 

I have many years of experience in the manufacture of solar cells and panels and have a LOT 
of concerns about the county building solar farms in our community. 

1) The number one issue is that of why we would support the Chinese Community Party with 
a project of this nature.  More than 90% of all solar panels are manufactured in China, so the 
initial beneficiary is going to be a foreign power who is not friendly to the U.S. and has a long 
history of human rights abuses.  If the plan is to source the solar panels from another country 
then we will be paying a much higher price. 
2) Has there been an Environmental and Economic Impact study done to show how a project 
of this nature will impact us locally?  If so: a) Who paid for this study? and b) It should be 
published for the citizens of JOCO to review and comment on. 
3) What is the devaluation cost impact to the local land owners around such a solar farm? 
Residental home owners, farms or land owners that is privately owned next to the property? 
4) As we know from what happened in Texas last winter, wind and solar power are NOT a 
reliable or cost effective power source in the event of inclement weather.  We have ice storms 
in our area of Kansas, we have snow events that can dump 10-24 inches of snow in our area. 
We have tornados in our area.  Solar farms are not going to wear well in this environment. 
5) We have several coal power plants and a nuclear power plant that are within 80 miles of 
Johnson County. Why do we need expensive solar farms in our community?? 
6) Can whoever is proposing this scheme show the Cost/kWHr that a new Solar Farm will 
supply the JOCO community?  And compare that with what our current cost/kWHr is? 
7) Who is the organization(s) behind this proposal?  Names? Contact Information? Web 
address? 
8) What is the contact information of the main point of contact for this project? 
9) How much land is proposed to be acquired and where is it? 

Thank you for your attention.  I will be at the meeting today at 5:45pm. 

~ Jeffery Hunninghake 
719-243-8085 
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	Figure
	John Jasper of East Lyme, a scientist and avid fisherman, walks around John Bialowans's Walnut Hill Road property on Sept. 17, 2019, to see firsthand the excessive siltation of streams in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
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	With a solar panel on his garage in the background on Sept. 17, 2019, John Bialowans discusses flooding and erosion problems on his Walnut Hill Road property in East Lyme that he says were caused by the Antares Solar Field constructed five years ago by Greenskies Renewable Energy. Bialowans has taken the company to court, seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
	An intermittent tributary of Latimer Brook shows signs of siltation on Sept. 17, 2019, on John Bialowans' property off Walnut Hill Road in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
	John Jasper of East Lyme, left, a scientist and avid fisherman, discusses with Walnut Hill Road property owner John Bialowans on Sept. 17, 2019, the excessive siltation seen on the property in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
	An intermittent tributary of Latimer Brook shows signs of siltation on Sept. 17, 2019, on John Bialowans' property off Walnut Hill Road in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 

	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
	Figure
	John Jasper of East Lyme, foreground, a scientist and avid fisherman, discusses with Walnut Hill Road property owner John Bialowans on Sept. 17, 2019, the excessive siltation seen in a stream on the property in East Lyme. Bialowans said water runoff from the Antares Solar Field uphill from his property has caused major problems, and he has taken the solar field's owner, Greenskies Renewable Energy, to court seeking an unspecified amount of damages. (Lee Howard/The Day) 
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	East Lyme — Retired construction worker John Bialowans Jr. has a solar array on the roof of his garage, so he says his concern with the 24-acre solar field near his Walnut Hill Road home has nothing to do with fighting the tide of green energy. 
	The problem, he said during a tour of his 45-acre property last month, is that virtual "clearcutting" of the forest by a Greenskies Renewable Energy subsidiary to make way for the Antares Solar Field just up the hill has left the watercourses on his land a silted mess, killing off the freshwater trout that once made the streams a haven for fishermen. 
	-

	"There's erosion any place you look," the 70-year-old Bialowans said, glancing around as he perched over a stream bank. "I just wish somebody would take this serious." 
	Unsatisfied with the response from Greenskies, the state Department of Energy and Environmental Protection or the town Inland Wetlands Commission, Bialowans filed a lawsuit two years ago against the solar field owner, GRE 314 East Lyme LLC, claiming that lack of water runoff controls had affected the value of his property. 
	Bialowans, who is representing himself, did not specify any damage amount in the suit, though he said one person estimated it would cost about $400,000 to restore streams on his property to their original state. The civil suit, which he said already has cost him more than $100,000 in legal and other fees, will be going to trial Tuesday in New London Superior Court before Judge Cynthia K. Swienton. 
	"They thought I was going to roll over," Bialowans said, referring to Greenskies. 
	Greenskies, a Connecticut company co-founded by former state Sen. Art Linares, a Republican from Westbrook, was acquired in December 2017 by Sunnyvale, Calif.-based Clean Focus Yield Limited. 
	In a December 2018 summary of problems resulting from construction of the East Lyme solar field, Southbury-based civil engineer Steven D. Trinkaus, hired by Bialowans, said that peak runoff volumes from the Grassy Hill Road site were "grossly" underestimated by Greenskies, partly because of changes in the soil resulting from the project's clearing of trees and partly because the effect of solar panel runoff was not taken into account. 
	He also cited, in an earlier report, stormwater-management and erosion-control "inadequacies" and the solar company's failure in some cases to follow through on its own engineering plans. 
	GRE is expected to call its own witnesses, including Jeffrey Peterson, a Wethersfield-based wetland and soil scientist for Vanasse Hangen Brustlin Inc., who according to court documents is expected to dispute the extent of damage seen on Bialowans' property. He and another expert also will be questioning some of Trinkaus' technical findings, as well as the extent and cost of runoff damage. 
	Problems with the solar field started even as it was being constructed in 2014. According to articles in The Day, a downpour that brought several inches of rain in late March of that year 
	led to the overflow of sediment-control basins and flooding downhill in the wetlands off Grassy Hill and Walnut Hill roads. 
	The town immediately issued a cease-and-desist order against Greenskies and Centerplan Construction Co., which built out the solar field, to force GRE to solve the problem. The order cited "sedimentation ... as a result of stormwater management system failures and failures of erosion and sedimentation controls." 
	GRE reportedly addressed retention-basin problems and erosion issues, but Bialowans said that whatever mitigation efforts Greenskies made after the order proved inadequate. Runoff after storms still sends water cascading down from the solar farm onto his property, mucking up the streams, he said. 
	"The stream is silted in; the trout are all gone," said John Jasper of East Lyme, a member of the Niantic River Watershed Committee, former Pfizer Inc. scientist and avid fisherman, who toured the site Sept. 17 with Bialowans. 
	The problem, he said, is that trout cannot spawn in streams with excessive runoff because they need gravelly areas to deposit their eggs, and silt covers over such sites. 
	"They're turning trout streams to drainage ditches," said Jasper, a longtime member of Trout Unlimited. "Once they're gone, they're gone." 
	Don Danila of East Lyme, a retired Dominion Energy fisheries biologist who worked for many years at the Millstone nuclear power plant in Waterford and is a member of the watershed committee, said his group, which is tasked with protecting the area's watercourses, was aware of the solar field application shortly before a 2014 public hearing. He and one other member of the panel testified at a state Siting Council hearing, but they didn't have much time to do their homework, he said. 
	"We were naive," Danila said in an Oct. 15 interview at Starbucks in East Lyme. "We thought their stormwater plan was kind of sketchy, but we didn't know enough to say anything." 
	Danila said the Siting Council, without any expertise on staff to analyze the engineering plan, essentially rubber-stamped the project. But when problems arose with water runoff, environmentally minded people in the region started to take notice. 
	Among them was Deb Moshier-Dunn of Waterford, vice president of Save the River-Save the Hills, an organization that formed initially to oppose development in the Oswegatchie Hills area of East Lyme. A few years after approval of the East Lyme solar field, she led a successful effort to stop a proposed solar field in Waterford that would have been three times larger than the one in East Lyme and could have done much more damage to the environment, she said. 
	"We shouldn't have to trade off water quality for having solar put in," she said at Starbucks. 
	Moshier-Dunn's group came late to the East Lyme solar field controversy, but she now supports Bialowans in his efforts to have GRE address the situation. 
	"They're being litigious instead of fixing the problem," Moshier-Dunn said. "If they fixed the problem, they'd have goodwill." 
	In his lawsuit, Bialowans accuses GRE of polluting Latimer Brook, Cranberry Meadow Brook, the Niantic River, Long Island Sound and a small unnamed stream that runs through his property. 
	He said that during "appreciable rain events," GRE's water-containment system has either failed or proved inadequate due to "faulty construction" and "negligent monitoring." 
	The Antares Solar Field, according to the suit, has about 17,000 solar panels designed to supply nearly 5 megawatts of renewable energy. But Trinkaus, for one, questions whether solar fields placed in a state not known for long stretches of sunny days is good policy, pointing to extremely low efficiency rates of about 25 percent initially predicted by Greenskies for its East Lyme solar field. 
	Moshier-Dunn wonders why companies don't pick less environmentally risky places to put their solar arrays, such as the new Costco building in East Lyme. 
	"We're not against solar at all," she said. "We want to put it in the most environmentally responsible areas." 
	Bialowans, who remembers picking blueberries as a boy on his grandmother's farmland and later made hay on the fields now occupied by solar panels, said he just wants Greenskies to fix the drainage problems instead of dragging everything out in court. 
	"They should have just fixed it five years ago," he said. "This was one of the best freshwater streams in all of Connecticut." 
	l.howard@theday.com 
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	Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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	***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments or links.*** 
	Leslie, 
	Please add the attached to the information that will be presented at tonight's meeting. 
	Thank you, 
	Joyce 
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	PILE DRIVING IMPACT DROP HAMMER 00:24 
	Underwater sound recording of impact pile driving with a drop hammer (i.e., a gravity driven pile driver). Sounds were measured using a calibrated reference hydrophone at a distance of 10m from the pile. Sound credit: JASCO Applied Sciences, . Note: this sound has not been released under a creative commons license. 
	www.jasco.com
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	Description 
	Figure
	Pile driving is a commonly used in coastal and offshore construction. Pile driving produces high sound pressure levels in both the surrounding air and underwater environment. Image credit: Stéphane Charette; Wikimedia. 
	Pile driving is commonly used in the construction of foundations for docks, bridges, wind turbines, and offshore oil and gas platforms.  The most common technique of pile driving is impact pile driving.  With this method, a heavy weight is lifted and 
	dropped against the top of a pile (a wood, steel, or reinforced concrete, pole), driving it into the .  The blows are delivered at approximately 1 s intervals.  Depending on the size of the hammer, sediment properties, and the required penetration depth of the pile, it usually takes several hours to drive 1 pile into the substrate. 
	substrate

	Vibratory pile driving is commonly used to install small piles and/or may be used to initially drive a larger pile.  Here, vibratory hammers sit on top of the pile, and a series of oscillating weights continuously transfer vertical vibrations into the pile at a 
	Vibratory pile driving is commonly used to install small piles and/or may be used to initially drive a larger pile.  Here, vibratory hammers sit on top of the pile, and a series of oscillating weights continuously transfer vertical vibrations into the pile at a 
	specific . These vertical vibrations cause the sediment surrounding the pile to liquefy, allowing the pile to penetrate the substrate. Vibratory hammers are available with several different vibration rates, ranging from about 1200-2400 vibrations per minute. The vibration rate chosen is influenced by soil conditions at the site. Vibratory hammers operate continuously. 
	frequency


	Pile driving produces high in both the surrounding air and underwater environment.  Sound levels vary substantially, and the size of the hammer, diameter of the pile, as well as properties of the seafloor, influence the and frequency of the signals generated. During impact pile driving, sound from the hammer striking the pile radiates into the air and a down the length of the pile and into the substrate as well as the surrounding waters. The majority of energy in pile impact pulses is at frequencies below 5
	sound pressure levels 
	source level 
	pulse propagates 
	pressure 
	underwater dB
	[1]

	Vibratory pile driving produces a continuous sound with peak pressures lower than those observed in pulses generated by impact pile driving. Sound signals generated by vibratory pile driving usually consist of a low , from 20-40 Hz. Average, near source, peak sound pressure levels range from 165-185 underwater dB.  Sound or vibrations generated by pile driving may also be transferred via the substrate and emerge at some distance from the source. 
	fundamental frequency

	Impact pile driving produces a loud, impulse sound that can propagate through the water and substrate.  The underwater sound pressure levels caused by pile driving can be harmful to marine animals.  The probability of impact are situational and vary with pile type, impact energy, exposure type, , site characteristics, and species’ auditory characteristics. 
	[2][3][4][5]
	duration
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	What are common underwater sounds? 
	What are common underwater sounds? 
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	***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments or links.*** 
	Dear Planning Committee: 
	Although I live on the Douglas County side of the proposed Gardner Solar project, I am very concerned about the effects on my neighbors. There are forty residences within a quarter mile of the proposed plant in Douglas County directed impacted by your decisions. The Douglas County Citizens for Solar Responsibility, representing these 40 homeowners and other impacted agritourism businesses, have developed a long list of environmental concerns ranging from damage to our watersheds through erosion of fragile S
	It is clear to us that your public comments in front of the commission have been dominated by proponents of the proposed project. We wish to make it clear that there are many of us on the other side of the county line who will oppose this project vigorously. We are working closely with our own Solar Regulations Ad Hoc Committee and the Douglas County Planning Commission to make sure they are aware of the negative impact of this project, as well as the hidden costs to the county budget in terms of the need f
	Barbara A. Kerr, Ph.D. Co-Chair, Douglas County Citizens for Responsible Solar 
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	***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments or links.*** 
	Hello, my name is Jeff and I have been a resident Gardner and work in Lenexa Kansas. 
	I have many years of experience in the manufacture of solar cells and panels and have a LOT of concerns about the county building solar farms in our community. 
	1) The number one issue is that of why we would support the Chinese Community Party with a project of this nature. More than 90% of all solar panels are manufactured in China, so the initial beneficiary is going to be a foreign power who is not friendly to the U.S. and has a long history of human rights abuses. If the plan is to source the solar panels from another country then we will be paying a much higher price. 
	2) Has there been an Environmental and Economic Impact study done to show how a project of this nature will impact us locally? If so: a) Who paid for this study? and b) It should be published for the citizens of JOCO to review and comment on. 
	3) What is the devaluation cost impact to the local land owners around such a solar farm? Residental home owners, farms or land owners that is privately owned next to the property? 
	4) As we know from what happened in Texas last winter, wind and solar power are NOT a reliable or cost effective power source in the event of inclement weather. We have ice storms in our area of Kansas, we have snow events that can dump 10-24 inches of snow in our area. We have tornados in our area. Solar farms are not going to wear well in this environment. 
	5) We have several coal power plants and a nuclear power plant that are within 80 miles of Johnson County. Why do we need expensive solar farms in our community?? 
	6) Can whoever is proposing this scheme show the Cost/kWHr that a new Solar Farm will supply the JOCO community? And compare that with what our current cost/kWHr is? 
	7) Who is the organization(s) behind this proposal? Names? Contact Information? Web address? 
	8) What is the contact information of the main point of contact for this project? 
	9) How much land is proposed to be acquired and where is it? 
	Thank you for your attention. I will be at the meeting today at 5:45pm. 
	~ Jeffery Hunninghake 719-243-8085 







